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A BSTRACT
In this paper, we generalize the algorithms of our previously
proposed Bayesian estimation based variable rate variable
power multilevel quadrature amplitude modulation (VRVPMQAM) system to incorporate for the first time a maximum
a posteriori (MAP) channel predictor and a MQAM scheme
adopted with practical constellation sizes. Based on a pilot
symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) scheme, we evaluate the
performance of our proposed VRVP-MQAM system over a
Rayleigh flat-fading channel. We demonstrate in our simulation results that the proposed rate and power algorithms that are
derived based on a Bayesian bit error rate (BER) estimation and
the second order statistical characterization of the channel state
information (CSI) outperforms in terms of spectral efficiency
and average BER. This improvement is confirmed by comparison with an alternative rate and power algorithm which exploits
an ideal CSI assumption.

M. Shikh-Bahaei
Department of Electronic Engineering
King’s College London
London WC2R 2LS, UK

for channel prediction. The work in [4–6] produced analytical
expression to investigate the impact of delay in feedback channel on the BER performance.
In this work, we study the Bayesian estimation based VRVPMQAM scheme that we derived based on the second order statistical characterization of the channel state imperfection over
a Rayleigh flat-fading channel [7]. We will compare through
simulation results, the performance of our VRVP-MQAM algorithm to an alternate VRVP-MQAM algorithm that is based
on perfect CSI assumption. We will employ a practical MQAM
scheme and use the Jakes fading model [8].
The rest of the paper is orgainzed as follows. Section II
presents the system model. Section III discusses the adaptive
rate and power algorithms. In section IV, the channel predictor is presented. Section V describes the simulation parameters
and analyses the simulation results. Finally conclusions are
drawn in section VI.
II.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

To enhance spectral efficiency of a wireless communication
system over a fading channel, transmission parameters such as
modulation, code rate and transmitted power signal should be
adjusted to adapt to the varying nature of the channel [1–3].
Using these optimal techniques, it is possible to attain Shannon
capacity when perfect channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter [3]. Imperfect CSI is known to degrade
the performance of an adaptive system. Imperfect CSI can be
resulted from estimation error introduced in the receiver, delay
and error in the feedback of CSI to the transmitter [4–6]. For
example, [4] has proposed a variable-rate and variable-power
uncoded MQAM (VRVP-MQAM) system that achieves higher
power gain over a fixed-rate and variable power system. However the work in [4] is based on a perfect CSI assumption, and
therefore it is sensitive to channel estimation and feedback errors. [4] had showed the impact of the channel estimation error
and delay on bit error rate (BER) performance through analytical evaluation. [5] extended the VRVP-MQAM algorithm
based on a pilot symbol assisted modulation (PSAM) method,
and derived a new set of analytical formulas embedding imperfect channel estimates and feedback delay parameters. On
the other hand, [6] investigated the impact of CSI imperfections based on channel prediction of a fixed power, adaptive
coded modulation (ACM) system. For optimal ACM performance, [6] considered a PSAM method for coherent detection
and a maximum a posteriori-optimal (MAP) envelope predictor

S YSTEM M ODEL

We consider an uncoded adaptive modulation and power
MQAM system over a Rayleigh flat-fading channel. Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of the system. We denote the transmitted complex baseband signal as x (i), where i denotes the time
index. We consider a PSAM scheme [9] with the frame structure shown in Fig. 2. We assume that pilot symbol is inserted at
the first symbol location of each data slot and is repeated periodically at L symbols interval. Therefore we can represent the
pilot symbol as x (i − kL), where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}. We also
assume that the power of the pilot signal is equal to the average
data signal power. At the receiver, after matched filtering and
sampling with perfect symbol timing at a rate of 1/Ts , where
Ts is the symbol duration, the received complex-valued signal
over a flat-fading channel can be written as
y (i) = z (i) x (i) + n (i) ,

(1)

where z (i) denotes the complex fading and n (i) is circularly
symmetric complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).
The noise variance is defined as σn2 = N2O , where N0 is the
noise power spectral density. We shall assume perfect signal
detection at the receiver using pilot symbols. The instantaneous received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) based on the predicted fading z̆ (i), is defined as γ̆ (i) = S̄|z̆ (i) |2 / (N0 B),
where S̄ denotes the average transmit signal power and B denotes the received signal bandwidth. Note that the actual instantaneous SNR based on the fading channel z (i) is γ (i) =
S̄|z (i) |2 / (N0 B). The average received SNR is Γ = E [γ (i)]
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the proposed variable rate variable power MQAM system.
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Figure 2: Frame structure: ‘P’ denotes pilot symbol, ‘D’ denotes data symbols and ’K’ defines the number of fading observations used in the channel predictor.
and its predicted value is Γ̆ = E [γ̆ (i)], where E [.] denotes
the statistical expectation operator. Based on γ̆ (i), the transmitter updates its rate and power by adjusting respectively its
constellation size M (γ̆) and power S (γ̆). We consider that
M (γ̆) and S (γ̆) are computed at the receiver and fedback as
CSI to the transmitter. Consequently, by periodically updating
its modulation and power level based on the feedback information, the transmitter would be able to adapt to a varying channel conditions. The performance of such link prediction using
CSI feedback varies with the channel Doppler rate. In a channel prediction context, the performance can be parameterized
by the error variance of the channel predictor at the receiver,
feedback delay in CSI, and the update rate at the transmitter
(i.e. how frequent transmitter updates its power and modulation
level). As we are interested in the impact of delayed CSI on our
proposed rate and power adaptation, we have considered here
an optimal predictor with minimum error variance: a Rayleigh
fading envelope predictor that is based on a MAP-optimal solution. The error variance of this MAP-optima predictor has been
studied and verified in [6]. For a particular Doppler rate, we select the coefficients of the predictor that give very small error
variance and would not degrade the system performance significantly. We shall also select the predictor coefficients such
that the transmitter update rate is higher than the Doppler rate
of the channel.
III.

A DAPTIVE RATE AND POWER ALGORITHM

The transmitter will update its rate and power based on an instantaneous predicted SNR γ̆ (i). For brevity, we shall drop
the time index i in the subsequent sections. We will investigate the performance of an adaptive rate and power algorithm
that relates to the second order statistical characterization of
the channel state imperfection, which was proposed in [7]. We

denote this system as ‘VRVP-CSI’ scheme. We will compare
the performance of this algorithm with adaptive rate and power
algorithms based on a perfect CSI assumption [4]. We denote
this system as ‘VRVP-IDEAL’ scheme. We shall give brief
discussion of the work in [7] and [4]. We will use superscripts
‘C’ and ‘I’ to differentiate the algorithms for VRVP-CSI and
VRVP-IDEAL schemes respectively. We will leave out the superscripts if the expression is applicable to both schemes.
The spectral efficiency of an MQAM scheme is defined as
its average data rate per unit bandwidth. With data sent at
k (γ̆) = log2 (M (γ̆)) bits/symbol, the instantaneous data rate
is k (γ̆) /Ts bits/sec, where Ts is the symbol time. Assuming
Nyquist data pulses of duration Ts = 1/B, the spectral efficiency for the continous rate can be expressed as

E [k (γ̆)] =
k (γ̆) f (γ̆) dγ̆ bits/sce/Hz,
(2)
γ̆

where f (γ̆) denotes the probability density function (PDF) of
γ̆. Rate and power algorithms in [7] and [4] were derived for
maximum spectral efficiency subject to an average power constraint

E [S (γ̆)] =
S(γ̆)f (γ̆) dγ̆ ≤ S̄
(3)
γ̆

and an instantaneous BER target (BERT) requirement. To
solve the constrained optimization problem, the following Lagrangian equation is used.



k(γ̆)f (γ̆) dγ̆ + λ
S(γ̆)f (γ̆) dγ̆ − S̄ , (4)
F (S(γ̆)) =
γ̆

γ̆

where λ denotes the Lagrange multiplier. Optimal solution for
power adaptation of [7] and [4] were derived from the solution
∂F
.
of ∂S(.)
A.

VRVP-CSI scheme

In this paper, we generalize the algorithms of [7] to incoporate
the MAP-optimal linear predictor [6], and represent the second
order statistical characterization of the channel state imperfection through: i) Γ, ii) Γ̆ and iii)ρ, the correlation coefficient
between the predicted SNR γ̆ and its true value γ.
Based on the observations of γ̆, a Bayesian BER estimator
was first derived using a MAP approach. By Bayes’ theorem
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[10], the conditional PDF f (pB |γ̆) is given by
f (pB |γ̆) =

f (γ̆|pB ) f (pB )
,
f (γ̆)

(5)

where pB denotes the instantaneous BER, f (pB ) denotes the
probability density function (PDF) of pB . f (γ̆|pB ) is the conditional PDF of γ̆ given pB . Since f (γ̆) is a normalization
factor, (5) is simplified to a final form of the MAP equation,
lM AP (pB ) = f (pB , γ̆) ,

(6)

where f (pB , γ̆) is the joint PDF of pB and γ̆. We obtained
f (pB , γ̆) through the operation of random variables transformation using i) the BER expression of an MQAM scheme that
is based on γ and γ̆ [4, eqn (42)],


c2 γ
S (γ̆)
,
(7)
pB (γ, γ̆) = c1 exp −
M (γ̆) − 1 S̄
where c1 =0.2 and c2 =1.5 [4]; and ii) the joint PDF of γ and γ̆
for PSAM method [11], denoted as f (γ, γ̆) ,
 √  
2 ρ γγ̆
1
I0
×
f (γ, γ̆) =
1 − ρ ΓΓ̆
(1 − ρ) ΓΓ̂
(8)



γ
1
γ̆
u (γ) u (γ̆) ,
exp −
+
(1 − ρ) Γ Γ̆
where I0 (.) is the zero order modified Bessel function and u (.)
is the unit step function. Finally, the BER estimator was obM AP
= 0, the result shown here
tained from the solution of ∂l∂p
B
as [7]


ln (BERT/c1 ) ρ Γ/Γ̆
.
p̂B (γ̆) = c1 exp
2
(− ln (BERT/c1 ) Γ/γ̆ (1 − ρ) − 1)
(9)
Based on γ̆ and p̂B , we exploit the generic approximate BER
expression [4, eqns (19-20)], and adapt rate through adjusting
the constellation size M (γ̆) as
M C (γ̆) = 1 +

C

c2
S (γ̆)
γ̆ .
− ln(p̂B (γ̆) /c1 ) S

(10)

Substituting (9) into (10), the final form of M C (γ̆) is obtained
as
M C (γ̆) = 1 +
where K =

− ln

c2 Γ
(1 − ρ) − 1
K γ̆

K Γ̆
ρΓ

“c2

BERT
c1

”.

S(γ̆) C
S̄

2

C

S (γ̆)
γ̆,
S

(11)

is the solution to the optimal

power adaptation, expressed as [7, c.f. eqn(21)]

S(γ̆)
S̄

C


U C −
=
0,

K γ̆ {

Γ
ρ
Γ̆

c2 Γ
K γ̆ (1−ρ)−1

}

2

, S (γ̆) ≥ 0,

(12)

B. VRVP-IDEAL scheme
To compare to the VRVP-IDEAL scheme, we use the same
channel predictor and the discrete level MQAM approach. We
invoke rate adaptation through adjusting the constellation size
M (γ̆) using [4, c.f. eqn. (20)]
I

S(γ̆)
γ̆,
S

M I (γ̆) = 1 + K
where

S(γ̆) I
S̄

(13)

is the power adaptation [4, c.f. eqn. (23)] given as
I

S(γ̆)
=
S̄


U I − γ̆1 , S(γ̆) ≥ 0,
0,
otherwise.

(14)

U I is a constant value found through numerical search such
that average power constraint (3) is satisfied. When S(γ̆)I < 0,
no data is transmitted. Since VRVP-IDEAL scheme is based on
an ideal CSI assumption, we note that unlike (11) and (12), the
algorithms in (13) and (14) do not have parameters that relate
to the channel state imperfections.
C. Spectral Efficiency and Average BER
To consider a practical constellation size for MQAM system,
we adopt a discrete rate adaptation with M restricted to a positive integer value that can be represented by a factor of 2. Moreover, with the transceiver design complexity growth as the constellation size increases, there is a limit to the maximum constellation size used. Let G denote the number of modulation
levels considered for the system, the adaptive modulation level
will be chosen from the set {Md }G−1
d=0 , where element Md can
be {0, 2, 4, 8...}. Note that Md =0 is assigned to the truncated
channel situation where no data transmission is allowed. Since
the computed value of M (γ̆) is a real number, we will choose
the largest possible discrete Md value that is smaller than or
equal to M (γ̆) to ensure a BER lower than the BERT requirement.
The discrete transmission rate associated with each Md is
kd /Ts bits/sec, where kd = log2 (Md ) bits/symbol. The spectral efficiency for the discrete-rate approach can be expressed
as
G−1
 L − 1
R
Pd bits/sec/Hz,
kd
(15)
=
B
L
d=1

where Pd is the probability that the modulation level Md will
be used. The term (L − 1) /L corresponds to an efficiency factor of the PSAM scheme; since pilot symbol is used as control
information and consumes a small ratio of the actual data capacity.
The average BER can be expressed as
BER =

G−1

kd BERd
,
R/B

d=1

(16)

otherwise,

U C is a constant value found through numerical search such
that average power constraint (3) is satisfied. When S(γ̆)C <
0, no data is transmitted.

where BERd is the average BER experienced in each discrete
rate kd . We note the discrete Md level selection will result in a
lower BERd performance than the required BERT. This is due
to the fact that Md is chosen to be less than or equal to M (γ̆).
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However we shall emphasis that channel imperfections will degrade the average BER performance. We will demonstrate the
impact through system simulation in section V.
IV.

C HANNEL P REDICTION

At the receiver, based on the knowledge of the pilot symbols,
the channel fading at the pilot symbol instants can be represented as
ẑ (v − kL) =
=

y (v − kL)
x (v − kL)
z (v − kL) +

(17)
n (v − kL)
.
x (v − kL)

(18)

(v − kL) denotes the time instant of a pilot symbol, where
v = pL, p ∈ Z and k = 0, 1, ..., K. K defines the number of
fading observations used in the channel predictor. In sections
II and III, we introduced that the transmitter updates its rate
and power at time instant i . For a delayed feedback path, we
can define i = v + j, where j = qL and q ∈ {1, 2, ...}. Therefore, with time instant j used to associate time delay parameter,
z̆ (i) = z̆ (v + j) . For a linear predictor of order K, the predicted fading channel using K fading estimates ẑ (v − kL) can
be expressed as
z̆ (v + j)

=
=

K−1


fj∗ (k) ẑ (v − kL)

k=0
fH
j zv ,

(19)
(20)

= [fj∗ (0) , fj∗ (1) , ..., fj∗ (K − 1)] is the predicwhere fH
j
tor filter coefficient vector, ∗ denotes a conjugate funtion and
zv = [ẑ (v) , ẑ (v − L) , ..., ẑ (v − (K − 1) L)]T is the vector
of the estimates of the complex fading amplitude in the last K
pilot-symbol instants. To evaluate the performance in terms of
the optimality of a system, we have adopted the MAP-optimal
envelope prediction solution, which is obtained and demonstrated in [6] (and references within) as one of the best linear predictor (in an mean-square error sense) applicable for
Rayleigh fading. It is shown in [6] that the MAP-optimal prediction filter coefficient vector is expressed as

−1
1
fTj,MAP = rTj R + I
,
(21)
γ̂
where rTj is a vector whose elements rj,k are the correlation
between the fading at the pilot-symbol instants and the fading
at the prediction time v + j. R is a KxK covariance matrix
whose elements Rk,l are the correlation of the fading between
pilot-symbol instants. Elements of rTj and R can be expressed
in terms of the normalized correlation function R (.):
rj,k
Rk,l

1
E[z (v + j) z (v − kL)]
Ω
= R ((j + kL) Ts ) ,
= R ((|k − l|) LTs ) ,
=

(22)
(23)
(24)

where Ω = E[|z|2 ] and |k − l| is the time difference between
fading at two pilot symbols. When the standard Jakes model

is used, R (.) can be expressed in terms of the Bessel function
R (τ ) = Jo (2πfd τ ), where Jo (.) is the zeroth-order Bessel
function of the first kind and τ denotes a time unit argument. fd
is the Doppler spread defined by f vt /c, where f is the carrier
frequency (Hz), vt is the terminal speed (m/sec) and c is the
speed of light (m/sec).
Finally, with the MAP-optimal predictor, the correlation coefficient ρ is equal to [6],
ρ=
V.

rTj


−1
1
R+ I
rj .
γ̂

(25)

S IMULATION R ESULTS

We adopt the modified Jakes model [8] in our simulation,
which produces uncorrelated fading waveforms that matches
the theoretical Jakes model function. An uncorrelated fading
waveform with real and imaginary parts having equal power is
represented as [8]


osc
 2 N

[cos (βn ) + I sin (βn )] cos (ωn t + θn ),
T (t) = 
Nosc n=1
(26)
√
where t is the time samples, I denotes −1 and Nosc denotes
the number of oscillators associated to the reflected rays arrive at the receiver. βn are the phases of the oscillators expressed as πn/Nosc and θn are the initial phases of the oscillators. Each rays experiences a Doppler spread defined by
ωn = ωM cos (αn ), where ωM = 2πf vt /c. The rays arrival
angles αn is defined as 2π (n − 0.5) /Nosc .
Based on this reformulated Jakes model, we generate complex fading waveform using Nosc = 16. We use a normalized
doppler spread fd Ts of 0.001. We set the carrier frequency
f =2GHz, transmission bandwidth B = 200kHz with Nyquist
sampling and thus symbol duration Ts = 1/B sec. The terminal velocity is vt = 30 m/sec. For minimum prediction error variance, the optimal MAP predictor is set to L = 10 and
K = 500. We set MD to (0, 2, 4, 16, 64).
We show in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 simulation results for spectral
efficiency and average BER performance over a set of normalized time delay parameters fd Ts j (Table 1) at Γ = 15dB and
Γ = 20dB. Table 1 also illustrates the value of fd Ts j to its
equivalent delay in symbol instants, and its associate CSI parameter ρ. The VRVP-CSI system outperforms in spectral efficiency when compared to the alternate system VRVP-IDEAL .
Fig. 3 demonstrates that the VRVP-CSI system experiences a
higher spectral efficiency gain across the normalized time delay
for a higher average SNR (∼0.15 bps/Hz gain at Γ=20dB and
compared to ∼0.05 bps/Hz gain at Γ=15dB). In terms of average BER performance, the simulation results in Fig. 4 show
several interesting points. Firstly, we note that both systems
perform better than the BERT threshold at a lower feedback
delay. This is because the adaptive modulator uses a largest
possible discrete Md which is below or equal to the actual
optimal M (refer to the details discussed in section III). Secondly, we note that our VRVP-CSI algorithm tolerates a higher
feedback delay before the BER performance increases beyond
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Figure 3: Average spectral efficiency (bits/sec/Hz) versus normalized time delay fd Ts j, Γ=15dB, 20dB and BERT= 10−3 .

Figure 4: Average BER versus normalized time delay fd Ts j,
Γ=15dB, 20dB and BERT= 10−3 .

Table 1: Values of correlation coefficient ρ and delay at
fd Ts =0.001, Γ = 15dB, 20dB. fd Ts j denotes normalized time
delay and qL denotes delay in symbol units.

R EFERENCES

fdTsj
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2

qL
(symbols)
10
50
100
150
200

Γ =20

dB

0.9981
0.9961
0.9915
0.9831
0.9692

Γ =15

dB

0.9948
0.9906
0.9831
0.966
0.9426

the BERT threshold. For instance, at Γ = 15dB, VRVP-CSI
scheme shown in Fig. 4 takes approximately 180 symbols delay before its average BER increases beyond the BERT (10−3 )
requirement while the VRVP-IDEAL scheme allows for only
150 symbols delay.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

We have demonstrated the impact of feedback delay to channel prediction on an uncoded VRVP-MQAM system based
on Jakes fading simulation model. The system simulation
was evaluated based on a PSAM approach and a Rayleigh
fading envelope channel predictor. We proposed a Bayesian
based adaptive rate and power algorithm, denoted as VRVPCSI scheme, that adapts rate and power in relation to the second
order statistical characterization of the channel state imperfection. We compared the performance to an alternate system with
rate and power algorithms derived based on a perfect CSI assumption. We denote the second set of algorithm as VRVPIDEAL scheme. We showed in our simulation results that
our proposed VRVP-CSI based system outperforms in terms of
spectral efficiency when compared to the VRVP-IDEAL based
system. In terms of BER performance, we demonstrated that
both VRVP-CSI and VRVP-IDEAL schemes that use practical discrete M-level selection can tolerate a small delay in CSI
feedback before the average BER goes beyond the BER target
requirement. Furthermore the simulated BER results showed
that our proposed VRVP-CSI scheme is less sensitive to feedback delay as compared to the VRVP-IDEAL scheme.
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